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Abst ract - -Th is  paper is concerned with convergence rate of a relaxation method for solving a 
simplified friction problem formulated as a variational inequality of the second kind. We establish 
a model of friction problem and approximate it by the finite element method. To solve the discrete 
problem, a relaxation method is used. We prove the convergence of this algorithm and obtain 
convergence rate. It is shown that convergence rate is only dependent on the coefficient matrix 
of the bilinear form, not dependent on the coefficient vector of nondifferential term and the vector of 
load force. ~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The elliptic variational inequalities of the second kind (EVI II) have many important  applications 
in mechanics and physics, see [1-5]. In this paper, we consider a model of contact problem with 
friction which is formulated as EVI II. Friction problems occur in elasticity theory [1,2] and 
the references therein. A simplified version of friction problem is studied in [3]; the author has 
established existence, uniqueness, and regularity results for this problem as well as its finite 
element approximation. To get discrete solution of this problem, a relaxation method has been 
proposed in [3,4]. They have proved convergence of this algorithm for approximate problems. 
However, convergence rate is still a problem. The main goal of this paper is to investigate 
convergence rate to a simple friction problem by relaxation method. It  is shown that  convergence 
rate is only related to the coefficient matr ix of the bil inear form, not dependent on the coefficient 
vector of nondifferential term and vector of load force. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we state a simplified friction problem 
and approximate it by the finite element method. In Section 3, a relaxation method is introduced. 
We prove convergence of this algorithm and convergence rate is obtained. Finally, a numerical 
example is i l lustrated. 
The project was supported by National Science Foundation of China (Grant No. 10001029). 
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2. PROBLEM AND THE F IN ITE  ELEMENT APPROXIMATION 
In what follows, we shall consider a simple friction problem relating to the displacement of a 
solid body £t, with friction over a part Fd of its boundary. 
2.1. A Simplified Friction Prob lem 
Let ~2 be a bounded domain o fR  2 with a smooth boundary F = 0~t. For u and v E V = Hl( f t ) ,  
we define 
• the bilinear form a(u, v) -=- fa VuVv dx + fa uv dx, 
• the linear form L(v) = (f, v), f E V*, (., .) denotes the duality pairing between V* and V, 
• and the function j(v) = g frd ]~/vl dF, g is a constant > 0, 7v denotes the trace of v on F. 
We have then the following minimization problem of finding u such that 
J (u )= min J(v), (2.1) 
vEH I (a) 
where J(v) = (1/2)a(v, v) + j(v) - L(v), J :  V --+/~. 
Since a(., .) is symmetrical, it is easy to prove that (2.1) is equivalent o EVI  II: find u C V 
such that 
a(u, v - u) + j(v) - j(u) > L(v - u), V v E V, (2.2) 
2.2. The Finite Element Approximation 
Let fl c R 2 be a bounded polygonal domain and be decomposed into triangles or rectangles. 
Let Sh denote the set of all those elements, h > 0 is the mesh size. We assume that the family Sh 
is regular and quasi-uniform. 
Let Vh k denote the standard piecewise linear (k = 1) or piecewise quadratic (k = 2) finite 
element space, 
Vh k = {Vh e C ° (fi) n Hl (~)  : VhlT e Pk(T), VT  e Sh} (2.3) 
and ¢i, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N be the basis functions of the space Vh k, so we can write 
N N 
i=1 i=1 
where u~, vi the value of u, v at the ith node, respectively. Define 
~h 
"Yh 
then the approximate 
= {P  C •, P is a vertex of T E Sh}, 
= {P  C ~t, P is the midpoint of an edge of T C Sh}, 
= {P E Eh n r}, 
= {p e ~ n r}, 
problem corresponding to (2.1) is: find Uh C Vh k, k = 1, 2, such that 
Jh(Uh) = min Jh(Vh), 
va EV~ 
1 
Jh(vh) = ~a(vh, ~)  -- L(vh) + Jh(~), 
here, jh(Vh) is formulated by 
i 
g ~ IM, M~+ll (I7~h(M,)I + 4 Iwvh (M¢+I/2) I
i 
+ 17~h(M,+I)I), V~h e Y~, 
VVh E Vh 1 , 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
in which M~ c "Th and Mi+l/2 C 7'h. 
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Clearly, (2.6) and (2.7) are obtained from j(.) by using trapezoidal and Simpson's numerical 
integration formulae, respectively. 
From (2.3)-(2.7), we can rewrite (2.5) to the following algebraic form: find g= (ul, u2,..., ug) T 
such that 
J(ff) = min J07), ~7 = (vl, v2, . . .  VN) T, 
~ERN 
N (2.8) 
= 
i=l 
where the A : (a{j)N × N is a symmetric positive definite matrix with bilinear form a{j = a (¢{, Cj), 
= (bl, b2,..., bu) -r is a given load force vector, bi = L(¢{), a{ _> 0 are constants associated with 
nondifferential term Jh, and inner product (if, ~7) = ~-]N ~=1 u{vi. Again ,7 can be characterized as 
the unique solution of discrete EVI II as follows: find ~ = (ul, u2,..., UN) -r such that 
N N 
(Ag, g - f f )+Za i [v , ] -Ea i lu i [>(b ,~- f f .  ) , VgER N. (2.9) 
i=1 i=1 
Denote the norm 
Ilgll -- ~ ) ,  V~ e R N. 
RELAXATION METHOD AND ITS CONVERGENCE RATE . 
As described in [3,4], to solve (2.8) we can use the following relaxation algorithm: 
g0 = (uO,uO,...,uON) ' arbitrarily given in R N, (3.1) 
then fin being known, we compute g~+l, component by component, by 
j (u~+l ,  l~nF? on+l  .n  ,It~V) 
• • " , , ~ i  , ~ i + 1 ,  " • " 
= min J (u~ +i, o n+l ~ ~ n UnT)__~ 1 < i < N. (5.2) 
' ' ' ' ~ i - - 1  , v , ~ i + l , ' ' ' ,  vER 1 
Let 
kJ=l j=~+l 
From (3.1),(3.2), we can see that for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N, u~ +1 satisfies 
Ji (u~ +1) : min Ji(v). 
vER ~ 
By (3.4), we can derive an explicit formulation of u~+l: {1 
+ p? < 
U? +1 ~- 0, --O~i < p~ _< ai, 
1 (~ n n 
( . - -p , ) ,  P, >~, ,  
where 
i--1 N 
P'~ = E aiju~ +1 + E a i ju~- bi. 
j=l j=i+l 
From (3.4)-(3.6), it is easy to see that u n+l satisfies the following inequalities: 
a~,u,~+l (v - -u~ +1) +p/~ (v - -u~ +1) +c~,]v[ - ai ]u~+l [ _> 0. 
Now, by the similar trick of [6], we state the main theorem in this paper. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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THEOREM 3.1. The sequence gn defined in (3.1),(3.2) converges, for arbitrarily initial ~o e R N, 
to the solution g of (2.8), and the convergence rate is only dependent on the coefficient matrix A. 
PROOF. First, let en = J(~7 n) - J(~7), then 
e n -- On+ 1 = j (~n) _ j (~n+i)  
N 
E(  J( tt~Tl'''''un+li-l'~ti'''n ",U~) _ j(u~+l,. . . ,u n+li ,u..,...n,..L1 ,tt~v)) 
i=1 
N 
i=1 
N 
-=  E ( la//( u] --U~'+l) 2 +aiiu:+l ( un- u:+l ) -F  p~' (u r - -ui  n+l) 
i=1 
+ ,~/M' I -  ,~/ I~,r+' l  ) 
1 N 
- ~ F~ a. (ur - ~,r+') = _ Co,~, l i fo - ~,.÷,ll =. 
i=1 
(3.s) 
Here CO,A as well as Ci,A, I ---- 1, 2 , . . .  in the following axe constants which are only dependent 
on matrix A. By using (2.9), we have 
(n  (~n+l  _~) , f fn+l  _ ~) = (A,~n+l,~n+l __ ~) @ 
- ( (n~,~n+l -  ~) -J- 
< (ng"+~,g"+ ~ _ g) + 
N N 
/=1 i----I 
) 
i=1 i=1 
N N 
i=1 i=1 
Taking v in (3.7) by u/, then 
N 
(A ('En+I - ~) ,'En+I - ~) <__ (A~n+l,~n+l - ~) -1- E aiiu?+l (u i -u i  n+l )  
i=1 
N 
= ~ ( ( .4~"+' ) , -a . .~ ,  , - p , '~-b,)  (~,:+'-~,,) 
i=1 
= E xttJ( n+l  U~ (Ur +1 - -U i )  
i=1 j 
Cl,A II ~'+~ - ~"11 [I ~,'+1 - ~11, 
(3.9) 
i.e., 
II ~ '+ '  - ~ll -< c=,a II ='~+' - ~"11 • 
On the other hand, we have the following inequalities: 
(3.1o) 
=5~ (.4~+~, {~+~) - 5~ (A{, { ) -  (~', {~+~ -{)  (3.11) 
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We now use (3.8)-(3.11) 
en÷ l 
i.e., 
N N 
/=1 ,=1 
I (A (gn+l -~) , f fn+l -~)+(Ag-b ,  ffn+l-ff) <~ 
N 
+ Z (a"u; ÷~ + P~) (~-  u~+b 
i=i 
<_ C~,A II~"÷~ - ~11 ~ + C,,~ (11~- ~+l l ]  + I1~- ~l l ) ] [~-  ~÷~11 
<_ C~,A II~"+1 - ~11 ~ + CO,A II ~"+1 -- ~11 ~ 
to deduce that 
<<_ cL, c~,A II ~ '+ '  - <"11 = + co,~ I1,~ "+ '  - ~"11 ~ 
< C~,ACs,A + 
CO,A C6,A (e,, -- e,~+l), 
CA 
CA= I + ~A <1'  
Finally, taking ~7 = ~"  in (2.9), we have 
e~ = z (~)  - y (~) 
and thus, 
en+l  ~ CAen <~ C.~+leo, 
CA = C~'A C~'A + C6,A 
CO,A 
N N 
i=l  i=l  
>_ ~ (d (g~ - g) ,  g~ - d) 
> cT,A Ib~ '~ - ~112 ,
(3.11) (cont.) 
(3.12) 
m C~ Hff n_~l12< 1 <~e0.  (3.13) 
- -  CT,A en - -  O'7,A 
By inequality (3.13), we have obtained 
gn . if, when n -+ co, 
and the convergence rate is CA < 1. | 
REMARK 3.2. When at -- 0, the proof is a new method which can be used to prove the conver- 
gence of the Gauss-Seidel method for solving algebraic equations Aft = b, A is symmetric positive 
definite matrix. 
4. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
We shall now apply the relaxation method to the finite element approximation of the example 
defined below. Since the independence of b~ has been proved, the main purpose of this section is 
to obtain the independence of ai  by some numerical results. 
Problem (2.1) considered here is defined by the following. 
• Geometrical data: fl -- [0, 1] x [0, 1], Fd = {(x, y) I 0 < x < 1, y ---- 0}. 
• Space V: V={v[v•Hl ( f l ) , v=0onF-Fd} .  
• Function f: f (x)  = 10. 
• Parameter values: g = 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2. 
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Let ~ be decomposed into rectangles with each coordinate direction uniformly divided in N 
subintervals. Letting Vh be a standard piecewise linear finite element space, we then have the 
following discrete problem: find Uh E Vh such that 
where 
Jh(Uh) = min Yh(Vh), Vvh E Vh, 
vh E Vh 
i 
Jh(Vh)=~a(Vh,Vh) --L(Vh) +jh(Vh), 
i 
Yvh E Vh. 
(4.1) 
We use the relaxation method (3.1),(3.2) and let the termination criterion be 
i 
i 
_< 10 - s .  
From the following table, it is shown that when parameter M is fixed, the number  of iterations 
is unchangeable with parameter g, which varies f rom 0.2 to 2. Since c~i is related to g, we  can 
conclude that the convergence rate of relaxation method  is independent of ~i. 
Table 1. The number of iterations. 
Value of g M= 5 
0.2 38 112 
0.5 38 112 
1 38 112 
1.5 38 112 
2 38 112 
M- -10  M=20 M- -50  
345 
345 
345 
345 
345 
1557 
1557 
1557 
1557 
1557 
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